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Braunschweig runs inductive
The first emil-electric bus runs on bus route M19

“Hi, I’m Emil and these are
my little friends, the ‘inductives’.
Together with you we will
become acquainted to the
technics of inductive high
power charging”.

A smart
step forward

Inductive solution in regular service
What had been launched as the
governmental funded joint research
project named “emil” (stands for:
Electro Mobility by Inductive
Charging) became reality on March
27th 2014.
An only electric powered 12-meter
solo-bus, using high power wireless (inductive) charging to fill the
batteries, now runs with passengers
on the 12 kilometer bus route of the
M19. The daily only electric powered service on the M19 runs with
hardly any disturbance or problems.
Best conditions for the next step
in this project: To run only electric

powered and inductive charged
18-meter articulated busses by
autumn 2014.
These articulated busses will then
replace most of the diesel powered
busses on this specific line by
electric powered busses.

Emission-free and nearly 		
soundless through
Braunschweig in electric busses –
a milestone in modern and forwardlooking urban public transportation.

Wireless charging – the
PRIMOVE-technology
The electric busses are provided
with the wireless PRIMOVE high
power charging system from
Bombardier. The batteries are being
charged wireless with 200 kW in
a very short time on charging
stations, that are installed at suitable bus stops during their regular
service. While passengers get on
and off the bus, the receiving system (pick up) under the bus lowers
itself over the charging pad. The
wireless, inductive charging begins
and ends automatically, when the
batteries are fully loaded.

Inoffensive for passengers, pedestrians
and bus-drivers
Electric magnetic field? Of course, inductive
charging needs an electric magnetic field.
But it is absolutely harmless to passengers
and pedestrians when getting near the
loading platform. People with a heart
pacemaker are at no time in any danger
during the inductive charging operation.
By optimizing transfer frequencies and an
extensive shielding, the loading
system is in its boundary
value clearly below German
standard. This made it
possible for the technical
board to authorize the
system.

Loading station on the bus route

Inductive charging – picking up energy in
a very short time

Three inductive charging stations have already been installed in
Braunschweig:
One at the bus depot, one at the bus stop “Hamburger Straße” and
number 3 at the terminal stop of the M19 at the central station.
A fourth station is going to be built at the bus stop “Amalienplatz”.
The attendant facilities of the loading technics are built in below
grade and integrate well into existing infrastructures. They merge with
the environment.

Both, the 12-meter solo bus and the 18-meter articulated bus will
be charged in the bus depot during the night, so they start in the
morning with totally filled batteries on their regular tours.
For the rest of the day short loading times of about
11 minutes during the regular stop on the charging
station at the terminal stop are enough to refill the batteries.
A little extra loading on tour at the station “Hamburger Straße”
and other planned bus stops is necessary to reach the most efficient
		
life expectancy of the batteries and to ensure
		
service during traffic congestions.

Hamburger Straße
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Standort/
Haltestelle
Elektromobilität mittels induktiver Ladung
Die Verkehrs-AG und ihre Projektpartner Bombardier,
BS|ENERGY und Institute der TU Braunschweig (elenia,
IVA, IMAB) bringen die Zukunft der Elektromobilität auf
Braunschweigs Straßen: Die erstmalige Echtanwendung
induktiver Ladung von Elektrobussen im Linienverkehr.
Ab 2014 werden auf der Braunschweiger Ringlinie M19
induktiv zu ladende Elektrobusse eingesetzt.
An der Bushaltestelle Hamburger Straße laden die Elektrobusse während des Fahrgastwechsels auf. Lassen Sie sich die
hoch innovative Technik der Ladeinfrastruktur hier anhand
der Umgebungsgrafik erklären.
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Weitere Informationen über das Projekt erhalten Sie auf

www.verkehrs-ag.de/emil
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Ich
gehöre
dazu!

Ladeplatte

Ladekreislauf im Bus

Enthält Primärwicklung (Spule)
und Fahrzeugerkennung.
Aufbau des elektromagnetischen
Feldes zur Energieübertragung
mit 200 kW in das Energieaufnahmesystem des Elektrobusses.

A Energiespeicher
(z. B. Lithium-Ionen-Batterie)
B Antriebsmotor
C Energiesteuerung
D Energieaufnahmesystem
E Energieaufnahmekontrolle

Primärseitige
Leistungselektronik
Regelt den Ladevorgang:
Wandelt Gleichstrom
in Wechselstrom um.

Kühleinheit

Leistungsschalter

Kühlt die primärseitige
Leistungselektronik.

Stellt die Stromversorgung
der Straßenbahnfahrleitung
gegenüber dem PRIMOVESystem sicher.

Abgabe von Wechselstrom
an die Ladeplatte.

Spannungsquelle
Straßenbahnfahrleitung
Versorgung mit 600 Volt
Gleichspannung.
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gehöre
dazu!

Informieren Sie
e sich hier an
der Haltestelle oder unter
www.verkehrs-ag.de/emil

Charging pad

Charging Circuity in bus

Contains primary winding
(coil) a vehicle identification.
Setting of the electromagnetic
field for energy transfer with
200 kW to the energy pick-up
(power receiver system) of
the e-bus.

A Energy storage
(such as lithium-ion-batteries)
B Traction motor
C Power management
D Power receiver system (pick up)
E Energy pick-up control

Primary power
electronics (inverter)
Regulates loading:
Transforms direct current
(DC) into alternating current
(AC) Submits alternating
current to loading pad

Cooling unit

Power switch

Cools off primary
power electronics

Controls power supply
from tram catenary to
PRIMOVE system

Power supply
unit catenary
Supply with 600 V with
direct-current voltage

The first worldwide inductive charged electric bus line,
charged with 200 kW within
a few minutes.
The city-ring-line M19 is a major
bus line in the Braunschweig bus
net. It circles the city center from
central station, passing the technical university, research institutions,
venues, urban industrial parks and
residential areas. On her route she
cuts across important bus and tram
stops and has important ties within
the net of public transport.

Being an important bus line in
Braunschweig the M19 is well
recognized by the public
and guests in the city.

Almost noiseless through
the city
The e-bus is quiet. The noise emission of
an e-bus complies with the noise of an
average car. This is about half as much as
a modern diesel bus. This makes travelling
in an e-bus even more relaxing and it
relieves residents living near main roads
and bus stops.

The city-ring-line M19
Track				12 km
Bus stops			25
Passengers daily		

ca. 6.000

Journey time			

39 min.

Journey time in %		

80 %

Timing device			
				

10 min. Monday – Friday
15 min. Saturdays; 30 min. Sundays

Diesel busses in
operation on M19		

Up to 6 articulated busses

Operation of e-busses		

March 2015 up to 4 articulated busses

Planning			

To run 4 articulated busses on M19

Charging stations with 200 kW charging power
Central station, Terminal

Loading time up to 11 min.

Bus stop Hamburger Straße

Loading time minimum: 30 sec.

In planning bus stop
Amalienplatz			

Loading time minimum: 30 sec.

Future plan:
To run all 6 busses on the city line M19 with electric articulated busses.
Emil – E-mobility by inductive charging – a project that might be
a key solution for efficient use of electric powered busses in public
transportation.

Could the first 18-meter
		
electric articulated bus
look like this?

